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We feature a profile of an inspirational woman, who like so many women composers and scientists         
deserves better recognition, and 50 years after the Abortion Act 1967 we remember it is woman’s right to 
choose.  

Rosie MacGregor 
info@npcuk.org     Walkden House, 10 Melton Street, London NW1 2EJ 

Every year the WTUC has many stalls. The NPC 
Women’s Working Party (WWP) held theirs just 
outside the main conference room.  

We had a selection of NPC materials, delivered 
by Melek Maksudoglu, that included copies of 
‘The Message’, booklets -  Intergenerational  
Fairness and the New State Pension, and the  
latest WWP newsletter Exchange 39.   

We were able to display, rather precariously, the 
WWP banner that can be seen behind Meg 
McDonald in the photograph. Ellen Lebethe and 
Janet Shapiro also helped on the stall.  

Women’s TUC conference 

The Women’s TUC conference was held at Congress House from 8th to 10th March.   

Marion Wilson, NPC Vice-president, attended as an observer from Chelmsford Trade Council. 

The conference started very appropriately on International women's day, attended by almost 300           
delegates from 31 unions plus 24 observers. There were 51 motions some of which were composited and 3 
Emergency motions on :- 

1.Women's' Health (relating to Trump's policy on funding global health and family planning organisations) 

2.Abortion rights (50th anniversary if the Act) 

3.The sacking of EHRC PCS and Unison members by email while they were on strike 

As usual all motions were passed except this year motion 50 on Decriminalisation of Sex Work was over-
whelmingly defeated. 

Outside speakers included:- 

Sarah Champion, Shadow Minister for Women and Equalities 

Esther Lynch, Confederal Sec. of ETUC 

Mary Bousted , President of the TUC 

Frances O'Grady Sec of TUC 

Huber Ballesteros Columbian trade Union leader via video 

Marion Wilson 

Contents: The Women’s TUC Conference & Fringe meetings, Critical Shortage of Nurses, A Pensioners’ Manifesto & the Conservative 
Party’s manifesto, A statue to Sylvia Pankhurst, Abortion Rights anniversary, Women with disabilities, Women scientists and musicians, 
Gastro Intestinal conditions, Membership of WWP, Fringe meeting at NPC Pensioners Parliament and a profile Mary Quaile.   
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"A Women's place is in the House— Of Commons"  

The speakers were Diane Holland, and MPs Angela 
Rayner and Paula Sheriff. 

I asked the 2 M.P.s to take back to the Labour party 
3 issues which particularly affect women 

1) Social Care. There are more women in care 
homes than men and more women are carers than 
men. 

2) Education cuts are affecting the jobs of support 
workers (mainly women) and women teachers in 
their 50s who are being targeted because they are 
too expensive 

3) The inequality of a 2 tier state pension system 
where the gap is widening all the time  

Marion Wilson 

In the Morning Star on March 10th, Angela Rayner 
described what it was like to be a woman in the 
House of Commons, facing prejudice, suffering  fre-
quent tweeted jibes for allegedly wailing or   being 
hysterical. Angela found that her strong northern 
accent and working class background lost her the 
respect she deserved   

Editor 

“Fighting for a Fair Transition to the New State 
Pension Age” 
This was the title of the lunch time Fringe meeting 
on Thursday March 9th at the Women’s TUC      Con-
ference.  It was held jointly by UNISON and Women 
Against State Pension Inequality (WASPI).  

The speakers were Susan Beevers (WASPI Legal Di-
rector), Estelle Laybourne (WASPI London), Pat 
Heron (UNISON/WASPI campaigner) and Michelle 
Singleton (UNISON Policy Officer).    

It was explained that women born on or after 6 
April 1951 are facing hardship as a result of the 
government’s changes to their state 
pension age (SPA). 

In 2011 the Department of Work 
and Pensions (DWP) began to inform 
women of the increase in the State 
Pension Age (SPA), although most 
were not informed until much later, 
some not at all.  Having planned to 
retire at 60, many lost their jobs or 
couldn’t get other jobs because of 
their age. There was no time to 
make alternative arrangements and 

their retirement plans were shattered. 

Women have lost between £14,000 -£60,000, in 
reduced household incomes or loss of their homes. 
Some had to sell for the second time. Many are 
living in poverty; some are alone, malnourished and 
reliant on foodbanks or food parcels. The personal 
stories of their hardship are heart breaking. 

The WASPI campaign is for pension justice for these 
women. On Wednesday March 8th WASPI had held 
a demonstration outside Parliament, one of many 
demonstrations in recent years. They have built up 
an impressive following of women in this age group 
through effective use of social media and local cam-
paigning. 

Susan Beevers informed the meeting that the   
campaign is seeking legal advice from the Human 
Right’s lawyers, Bindmans LLP, for a legal challenge 
against the government.  

The meeting was well attended as evident in the 
photograph below.  

Three of us from the NPC were able to speak from 
the floor. Marion Wilson (NPC vice president) spoke 
about the NPC’s work for current and future      
pensioners. She offered the co-operation of the 
NPC Women's Working party to WASPI in their 
fight.  

Meg McDonald and Janet Shapiro also gave        
assurances of our support, indicating that the NPC 
Women’s Working Party had long campaigned for 
women pensioners of all ages.   

WASPI have been very successful in concentrating 
on a very small inequality in the new state pension 
and are to be congratulated on what they have 
achieved so far. 

The official statement from the NPC WWP, shown 
overleaf, was circulated. The NPC had raised the 
need for compensation for these women in earlier 
discussions with the Minister responsible but with-
out satisfaction.   

Meg McDonald & Marion Wilson  

Women’s TUC Conference Fringe 
Meetings 

 



 
Statement from National Pensioners Convention  
Women’s Working Party 
 

The NPC supports and campaigns for existing and future pensioners, particularly on the issue of 
the state pension. We congratulate WASPI on yesterday’s demonstration outside Parliament. 

We recognise and support their campaign for a transitional payment to be made to those women 
who were affected by the 2011 Pension Act and saw the move to 65 accelerated by up to 18 
months. 

We also recognise that inequality exists between existing pensioners who retired before April 
2016 and those new pensioners who retired after that date. Two women with the same circum-
stances, but retiring either side of 6 April 2016 will be getting different amounts of state pension. 
This is unfair. 

The State Pension Age (SPA) is now a major concern for future generations. On 23 March the 
Cridland Review will announce its findings into the future of the SPA. This will affect millions of 
men and women, and we must be clear about what is at stake: 

There is clear evidence that any attempt to raise the SPA further will have a disproportionate im-
pact on those members of society with the lowest incomes and the poorest health. There should 
be a moratorium on any further increases or acceleration of the SPA, and existing plans to raise 
the age to 67 in 2028 and 68 by 2044-46 should be abandoned. 

The significant variations in life expectancy among the population mean that the politically driven 
‘one third’ policy has a more regressive effect on those who have a shorter life span, and a fairer 
alternative would be to base retirement policy around the number of years of healthy life expec-
tancy 

For those with low incomes, it should be possible to claim Pension Credit up to 5 years prior to 
SPA, and changes should be made to decouple the benefit from SPA as part of any reforms.  

It also seems appropriate that specific groups, such as disabled workers and unpaid family carers 
(eg. those receiving the Carer’s Allowance) should be able to access their State Pension up to 5 
years prior to reaching SPA, without any reduction in value. 

National Pensioners Convention 
www.npcuk.org 

March 2017 

 

The NHS has a dangerous shortage of nurses with 
10% of posts unfilled in general nursing, 8% in   
specialist care and 14% in mental health.   

The Royal College of Nursing (RCN) at its confer-
ence this May has blamed this on a combination of 
factors including stress and poor pay.  

Once again they received a derisory offer of 1% in 
April amounting to a pay cut in real terms with  
inflation currently running at 2.3% in May.    

This is aggravated by the fall in numbers of nurses 
currently being trained.  A major factor being that 
student nurses no longer receive a bursary and are 
forced to take out a student loan instead. This is 
further exacerbated by fears that Brexit could   
reduce numbers of nurses coming from Europe.  

The situation is critical, patient care is suffering and 
research suggests that the NHS is increasingly    
being forced to turn to lower skilled staff and   
costly agency nurses as it struggles to recruit.  

No wonder that a union committed to a no-strike 
policy is now considering unprecedented industrial 
action.  The RCN announced at its conference on 
14 May that 52,000 members had taken part in an 
indicative ballot with 78% stating that they would 
be prepared to take strike action.  In the debate 
that followed there was overwhelming support for 
an emergency resolution calling for a summer of 
planned protest activity followed by a formal ballot 
for strike action.  

Nursing shortages will have the greatest impact on 
older women who make up a large percentage of 
patients in need of NHS care. 

Rosie MacGregor 

Critical Shortage of Nurses 

http://www.npcuk.org


A Pensioners’ Manifesto  
 

All men and women shall be entitled to dignity and security in retirement that includes:  
 

 A state pension set above the official poverty level, at around £200 a week and linked to the triple lock of the   

higher of earnings, prices or 2.5%.   

 Greater funding for the NHS, an end to privatisation in the health service and a national social care system funded 

from general taxation that is free at the point of delivery and without means-testing.   

 Maintenance of universal pensioner benefits such as free bus travel, a £500 winter fuel allowance, free             

prescriptions and a free TV licence for the over 75s.  

 More homes that are both affordable and suitable for everyone, whilst  recognising the specific barriers to      

downsizing that older people face.  

 New legal protection for older people from all forms of elder abuse, to ensure dignity and raise standards of care.  

 A Brexit deal that safeguards the payment of pensions, the EU health insurance card and the rights of those UK 

pensioners living abroad.  

 
Published by the National Pensioners Convention  Walkden House, 10 Melton St, London NW1 2EJ 

www.npcuk.org  

The Winter Fuel Allowance (WFA) - Under threat? 

The recent Tory manifesto has said that if elected 
they will subject the WFA to a means test so that 
'wealthy' pensioners do not receive it. 

Well first of all let's remind ourselves that it was 
introduced because here in the UK we have one of 
the lowest state pensions in Europe. This            
allowance was introduced to help pensioners keep 
their homes warm in winter to hopefully reduce 
the number of cold related winter deaths and to 
stop poor pensioners from having to chose   
whether to buy food or heat their house. 

Many women outlive their partners and it costs 
just as much to heat a house for one as it does for 
two or more. 

So who will end up getting the allowance? The           
Conservatives have admitted that because they 
have miscalculated the cost of their chaotic policy 
on social care, more pensioners will have to be  
excluded from getting help with their fuel bills. To 
raise the levels of funding they require will       
probably mean anyone not on means-tested     
Pension Credit will miss out, but clearly someone 
with an income of £11,500 is not wealthy.  

The Lib Dems have also said they will remove the      
allowance from pensioners with incomes over 
£42,000, but it is likely that the cost of conducting 
the means test will far outweigh the savings from 
reducing the number of pensioners receiving the 
allowance. 

Perhaps we should be looking at the £300 that 
Peers collect every day for sitting in a heated 
House of Lords. 

Charging for Social care  

The Conservative manifesto took us all by surprise.  

So now your descendants will lose out if your     
assets, including the value of your house, come to 
more than £100,000 and you have opted for social 
care at home, because anything over this value will 
come out of your estate. One wonders whether 
this will affect people differently across the      
country; what percentage of households will lose 
out? What happens if your partner is still alive? Do 
they have to move out because the house has to 
be sold? 

We must continue to press for social care to be 
free at the point of need and paid for by direct  
taxation. After all if you break a leg and go into 
hospital your social needs are met, but if you get 
Alzheimer's or dementia (both physical conditions) 
it is down to you and your family to meet your   
social care needs. 

It is also true that many pensioners have lived in 
the same house for perhaps 30 or more years. In 
that time the price of property has risen              
dramatically so that even a modest house is now 
above the level where it is exempt from the       
inheritance tax. This is especially the case for those 
living in the south. Your children or grandchildren 
risk facing a double 'whammy' after you die. 

We should all be writing to our local candidates to 
ask them where they stand on these issues.        
Remember the 'grey' vote means something. 

Marion Wilson 
More on the State Pension Age overleaf. 

Checking out the conservative manifesto.  



London’s first May Day march, organised by the 
London Trades Councils, set off from Clerkenwell 
Green in 1890 – and it still does. In future years, 
with your help, we will gather there under the gaze 
of a new statue to Sylvia Pankhurst. 

Why a statue for Sylvia? 

Sylvia wrote the definitive history of the         
suffragette movement and whilst her name is    
primarily associated with the fight for votes for 
women she was also active in socialist causes both 
domestic and international. You may not know 
that Sylvia was expelled from the suffragette 
movement, the Women’s Social and Political      
Union, by her sister Christabel, endorsed by her 
mother Emmeline. They were opposed to her    
determination, working as she was in the East End 
of London to improve the conditions of the     
working class, and her belief, unlike her mother 
and sister, that campaigning for votes for women 
should not be suspended during the First World 
War.  

The final straw was Sylvia speaking in defence of 
James Larkin, leader of the Irish TGWU, and    
workers, victims of the 1913 Dublin Lock out. This 
is why she is not represented on the memorial to 
Emmeline and Christabel and the women           
imprisoned during the campaign for women’s 
suffrage (despite Sylvia also being imprisoned and 
force fed) in Victoria Tower Gardens, next to the 
House of Lords. 

Her absence from this monument was a motivating 
force behind our campaign and so the Sylvia   
Pankhurst Memorial Committee was born. 

Their Lordships say “No”  

We wanted to site the statue on College Green 
opposite the palace of Westminster. We received 
planning permission from Westminster Council but 
we also needed the permission of the Commons 
and the Lords. Initially the Commons declined but 
we lobbied hard and they relented. Not so the 
Lords! They refused. The reason for their            
opposition? “She had no relationship with the 
House of Lords”. More likely is the interpretation 
in a recent Guardian article by Rachel Holmes who 
wrote “Sylvia was a socialist and internationalist – 

and no doubt far too rich for the blood of those 
running Britain right now”. 

A better place! 

We kept at it for 10 years! Then we decided on a 
better place. Dubbed the “headquarters of         
republicanism, revolution and ultra non-
conformity” we decided Clerkenwell Green would 
be a much more suitable site for Sylvia. Host to 
Chartist gatherings, rallies supporting the            
Tolpuddle Martyrs and Irish freedom, the Green is 
also home to the Marx Memorial Library             
established in 1933 as a beacon against the     
burning of books by fascists in Hitler’s Germany.  

Thanks to Lord Chris Smith – an enthusiastic Pa-
tron of our campaign (alongside Helen Pankhurst,    
Rodney Bickerstaffe, Maxine Peake, Brenda Dean 
and Margaret Prosser) we were introduced to   
Islington Council. They immediately told us that 
they wanted the statue erected and are working 
with us to make this happen. 

We are delighted to have their support and also 
that of the Corporation of the City of London – 
now we urgently need £70,000 if we are to erect 
the statue in 2018. Our campaign is grass roots 
funded, raising modest but welcome donations 
from individuals and trade union branches. If you 
wish to donate, details are as follows 

www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/sylviastatue  

Our website is www.gn.apc.org/sylviapankhurst  

Find us on www.facebook.com/astatueforsylvia   

Follow us on Twitter @sylviastatue and share on 
social media 

Cheques should be made payable to “SERTUC 
(Sylvia Pankhurst)” and sent to Megan Dobney, 
SERTUC, Congress House, Great Russell Street,  
London WC1B 3LS  

Contact us 01479 851 306 or 07952 771 451 and 
philippa.clark@yahoo.co.uk   

Then come with your NPC banners next year and 
fill Clerkenwell Green to celebrate your               
contribution to the raising of a statue of Sylvia, the 
socialist suffragette. 

Philippa Clark & Megan Dobney 

The story of a statue to Sylvia Pankhurst 

John Cridland’s review recommends a State Pension 
Age (SPA) of 67 in 2037. Of course delaying when     
people can draw their state pension is a great money 
spinner for the Treasury, but how will it affect those not 

able to work, for whatever reason? Also, do we really 
want future generations waiting until they are 70     
before they can get their state pension?  

Janet Shapiro 

mailto:philippa.clark@yahoo.co.uk


The 1967 Act turns 50 this year and we at Abortion 
Rights (AR) want to ensure that the anniversary is 
marked as a historic victory for the pro-choice 
movement, as well as being recognised as an     
important part of Britain’s social history. Without 
it, many women would have to give up their ability 
to earn an independent living, their health,         
education, and in some cases, even their life. 
Around the world, 47,000 women die from       
complications of unsafe abortion each year.  

The 1967 Act took abortion out of the backstreet, 
particularly for poor and working class women. We 
seek to celebrate and commemorate the efforts 
and commitment of activists key to making this 
landmark Act possible. We want to collect the  
voices of those too often ignored by the official 
records - the untold histories of the women, and 
men, who fought for women’s right to choose and 
those directly affected by the illegality of abortion 
before 1967.  

Our project is not solely about commemoration. 
We also want to use the profile generated by the 
anniversary for a broad awareness raising          
campaign to educate the public about the Abortion 
Act and its limitations. We want to take the        
opportunity to remind people that the battle for 
women’s right to choose is still not fully won and to 
reignite passion for change. AR has organised 16 
months of events, including: screenings, panel   
discussions, parliamentary meetings, an exhibition 
in The People’s Museum in Manchester, spoken 
word, comedy nights and music events.  

See our Website www.abortionrights.org.uk for the 
full programme of events.  

We believe that the current legislation is now,   
almost 50 years old, ready to be revisited to be 
made fit for the 21st century. According to           
research, 1 in 3 women will have at least one   

abortion by the time she is 45. Central to our    
campaign is recognising the diverse needs of all 
women in society who require reproductive       
services. Abortion Rights has defended the disabled 
community, BME women, the migrant community 
and those from the LGBT community. AR is a single 
issue campaign that recognises the importance of 
identifying the intersections between class, race 
and gender. There is not one universal experience 
of abortion; therefore, we carefully listen to    
women’s experiences and seek advice and        
guidance when necessary from experts in relevant 
communities.  

Even though abortion is relatively easy to obtain in 
the UK compared to countries with more restrictive 
laws, women still have to negotiate barriers to   
access. All barriers are underpinned by abortion 
stigma, especially with the increase of anti-choice 
aggressions at healthcare clinics throughout the 
UK. The anti-choice movement proclaims a ‘passion 
for life’, however their passion does not extend to 
the living. Forcing a woman to bear a child against 
her will, pushes many women and families past 
their breaking-point when they are faced with an 
unwanted or unplanned pregnancy. 

Our passion is for freedom, dignity and equality for 
women and their families. Every child should be 
wanted: loved and cherished, not resented. That 
means defending the current law and seeking its 
improvement wherever possible. 

The vast majority of people in this country        
support the right to choose. Now is not the time 
to turn back the clock.  

Please join us in opposing any roll back of       
abortion rights; become a member of Abortion 
Rights Campaign today.  

Kerry Abel, Abortion Rights Chair 

Beyond the Backstreets -  
celebrating 50 years of activism 

WinVisible    
An independent voice for women with disabilities, 

of all backgrounds, ages and situations 
WinVisible is a multi-racial community group of 
women with visible and invisible disabilities: polio, 
sickle cell anaemia, osteo-arthritis, visually          
impaired, mental health issues, cancer. They come 
from different backgrounds: asylum seekers,      
refugees, other immigrants, UK-born.  

 
See www.winvisible.org.  Where you can get advice 
on benefit entitlements etc.  
Telephone 0207 482 2496( voice/minicom)  or 
email win@winvisible.org   
Winvisible joins campaigns with their banner and 
is based in London at Crossroads   Women's      
Centre,  25 Wolsey Mews, London NW5 2DX  

http://www.abortionrights.org.uk/
mailto:win@winvisible.org


As far back as Egyptian times records of these            
conditions have been found, all of them with symptoms 
of chronic diarrhoea. 

Crohn’s disease, first described by Dr Burrell B Crohn in 
1932, is one inflammatory disease of the bowel and 
intestines. The cause is unknown and can affect patients 
in different ways with surgery in advanced cases.      
Genetic and immunity factors may play a part in the 
illness. In the UK 115,000 people have Crohn’s disease. 

Ulcerative Colitis, another disease causing ulcers in the 
gut, may have a genetic cause. Stress, bad diet,         
environment and viruses may trigger the disease which 
can start between the ages of 15-25 with alternating 
periods of good and bad health. 

Medication and surgery keep the symptoms at bay for 
both of these illnesses. 

Coeliac disease has an interesting history; a skeleton of 
an 18-20yr old woman with signs of failure to thrive and 
malnutrition was found in Cosa in South West Italy. She 
lived 2000 years ago and had typical coeliac disease 
damage. 

Aretaeus of Cappadocia in 250 AD described the disease 
from his patients. He called the disease “koiliakos” 
meaning suffering in the bowels later translated from 
the Greek as “Coeliacs”. 

A reaction to gluten in wheat, barley and rye creates an 
abnormal immune reaction and the anti-bodies         

produced can attack and damage different organs in 
the body as well as vital nutrients not getting into the 
body because of inflammation of the intestines. 

Research shows that 1 in 100 people may have coeliac 
disease with around 500,000 not being diagnosed.    
Removal of all gluten from the diet is the best treat-
ment. 

Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS) was described in 1820 
and twice as many women have this condition than 
men. It can be treated with a proper diet of foods     
containing soluble fibre and cutting down on foods with 
insoluble fibre and sugar.  

Bile Acid Diarrhoea often confused with IBS is another 
condition where important bile acids from the liver are 
not reabsorbed and recycled within the body but cause 
constant diarrhoea by irritating the gut. It is a common 
condition with more sufferers than Crohn’s or Coeliac 
disease put together. It can seriously affect people’s 
lives.  

A special test called SeHCAT can diagnose the problem, 
but it is not available in many countries. Special       
powders are taken by patients which bind to the bile 
acids to stop the bile acids irritating the bowel but are 
not tolerated well by many patients. 

A research project at Hammersmith Hospital run by 
Professor Walters is trialling a new drug which may be a 
better medication for sufferers. 

Throughout the world there are research projects being 
carried out for all of these diseases. 

Meg McDonald 

The achievements of women in all fields of endeavour 
should be widely broadcast to encourage young women 
and students, especially young girls at school, to reach 
their full potential. This is particularly important in    
science and technology . 
The grave of overlooked scientist Rosalind Franklin is to 
be pronounced a heritage site. Her grave is Grade II 
listed by the Department for Culture, Media and Sport 
on the advice of Historic England and is in the United 
Synagogue’s Willesden Cemetery.  
Rosalind Franklin died aged 37 in 1958 after her         
pioneering use of X-ray diffraction played an important 
role in the discovery of DNA. Her observations led Crick 
and Watson to discover the helical structure of DNA 
that laid the foundations of molecular biology.  
Had she not died so young it is likely that she would 
have been included in the Nobel Prize awarded in 1962, 
an award that sadly cannot be awarded posthumously.  
Rosalind was portrayed by Nicole Kidman in Anna    
Ziegler’s play ‘Photograph 51’ at the Noel Coward     
Theatre in September 2015.  
In fact, we do not hear enough of the women scientists 
who made, or continue to make significant                 
contributions.  

For one, we have Maggie Aderin-Pocock, who replaced 
Patrick Moore to present ‘The Sky at Night’. She also 
recently presented a BBC4 programme on why we need 
the moon.   
Maggie asks ‘Why are there still so few women in     
science and engineering (just 13% of the science,     
technology, engineering and mathematics sector are 
women)?’ She considers that girls don’t see or hear 
about female scientists so don’t come forward even 
though there are fewer limiting factors.  
Aderin-Pocock applied to the European Space Agency to 
train as an astronaut around the same time that Tim 
Peake did. While Peake has become the ESA's first 
British astronaut, Aderin-Pocock just dreams of getting 
into space.  
We also underestimate the contribution made by   
women musicians. On March 8th—12th BBC Radio 
Three broadcast a series of programmes of works—all       
composed by women, covering those from the early 
16th century to up and coming contemporary female 
composers.   
Find out more: check www.classical-music.com for 10    
women composers you should know. Also check   
www.mnn.com or www.womanastronomer.com/
women_astronomers.htm for 10 women astronomers 
The list includes Jocelyn Bell Burnell of course who discovered 
pulsars. 

Janet Shapiro 

Women Scientists and  
musicians. 

Gastro Intestinal conditions and 
research. 



Born in Dublin in 1886, her family moved to     
Manchester in the early 1900s where she rapidly 
became an activist and motivational leader within 
the trade union movement. Mary worked first as a 
domestic servant and then as a worker in a café 
where the wages were low, the hours long and the 
work physically hard and unrewarding.  She led a 
successful strike of her fellow café workers, having 
persuaded them to take off their aprons and walk 
out in 1908.  Afterwards she became an organiser 
for the Manchester and Salford Women’s Trade 
Union Council. She was opposed to the First World 
War and spoke vehemently against war and      
conscription.  

After the war she became an organiser with the  

 

 

T&GWU and was elected to the General Council of 
the TUC in 1924.   

Mary died in 1958 never wavering in her belief that 
it was the trade union movement that was the key 
to a better working life for women.   

She is remembered as an inspirational figure who 
was fearless in fighting for the rights of workers,       
especially low paid women. Her memory lives on in 
the Manchester based Mary Quaile Club which 
commissioned a play called “Dare to be Free”, her 
own rallying cry, and published a 42 page book in 
2016 dedicated to her memory “Dare to be Free – 
Women in Trade Unions, Past and Present” £3.95 
ISBN 978-0-9932247-1-3 which is available from 
Bookmarks bookshop in London.  

Rosie MacGregor 

Mary Quaile 

Please tell your friends and neighbours about this newsletter.  If you would like to receive the         

Exchange regularly by email, please contact the NPC office giving your email address.                 

info@npcuk.org              NPC Walkden House, 10 Melton Street, London NW1 2EJ 

Two NPC Working Parties combine for a Fringe Meeting at the  

NPC Pensioners Parliament . 

The Women’s Working Party and the Health & Social Care Working Party  

invite you to -  

‘Older women living longer and maintaining good health?’ 

12.30—1.30pm June 7th 2017 

Renaissance Room, Winter Gardens, Blackpool 

We want your stories - from men as well as women. While we welcome living longer, quality of life 

matters.  Are you struggling to manage chronic health problems and stressful life challenges?  

There is a questionnaire we should like you to fill in. At the Pensioners Parliament these will be 

found on the NPC stall. It lists some possible problems but these may not cover your problems.  

Do come and tell us your experiences. Also suggest solutions that would help you. If you could not  

attend, ask for a copy. Email info@npcuk.org and return your form to Walkden House, 10 Melton 

Street, London NW1 2EJ  

On 16th May the NPC National Executive agreed the membership of all working parties.  
We congratulate the following who are now members of the Women’s Working Party. In alphabetical 
order they are: Verena Beane, Sandra Durkin, Lorene Fabian, Arlene Hansell, Susan Howe, Vera Jackson, 
Meg MacDonald, Rosie MacGregor, Janet Shapiro and Julie Lyons-Taylor. Also Marion Wilson attends the 
WWP as  NPC vice-president. We all look forward to our next meeting on 11 July and to welcome new  
members. 
The WWP invites contributions from supporters to this newsletter.  To be effective we need to be in  
communication with women in regional groups and unions. We especially depend upon supporters when    
organising seminars.  


